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ABSTRACT- The efficient implementation of
FFT/IFFT processor for OFDM applications is presented.
Indeed, the proposed radix-2^k feed-forward architectures
require fewer hardware resources than parallel feedback
ones, also called multi-path delay feedback (MDF), when
several samples in parallel must be processed. Multiplier
make a parallel connection will give output in one clock
cycle ,independent of the number cases form bit multiplier it
requires n clock cycle which makes it slow so, for 16 clock
cycle while in our case output will come in one clock cycle,
when several samples in parallel must be processed. Multiplier
make a parallel connection will give output in one clock cycle
,independent of the number cases form bit multiplier it requires n
clock cycle which makes it slow so, for 16 clock cycle while in our
case output will come in one clock cycle.
Keywords: Parallel, Radix-22 ,FFT, IFFT, OFDM, Modified
FFT/IFFT, OFDM, Pipeline, spectral efficiency.

I. Introduction
1.1 Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
In this section we present several methods for
computing the DFT efficiently. In view of the importance of
the DFT in various digital signal processing applications, such
as linear filtering, correlation analysis, and spectrum analysis,
its efficient computation is a topic that has received
considerable attention by many mathematicians, engineers,
and applied scientists. From this point, we change the notation
that X(k), instead of y(k) in previous sections, represents the
Fourier coefficients of x(n). Basically, the computational
problem for the DFT is to compute the sequence {X(k)}
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of N complex-valued numbers given another sequence of data
{x(n)} of length N, according to the formula

In general, the data sequence x(n) is also assumed to be
complex valued. Similarly, The IDFT becomes

Since DFT and IDFT involve basically the same type of
computations, our discussion of efficient computational
algorithms for the DFT applies as well to the efficient
computation of the IDFT. We observe that for each value of k,
direct computation of X(k) involves N complex multiplications
(4N real multiplications) and N-1 complex additions (4N-2
real additions). Consequently, to compute all N values of the
DFT requires N 2 complex multiplications and N 2-N complex
additions. Direct computation of the DFT is basically
inefficient primarily because it does not exploit the symmetry
and periodicity properties of the phase factor WN. In
particular, these two properties are :
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The computationally efficient algorithms described in this
section, known collectively as fast Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithms, exploit these two basic properties of the phase
factor.
1.2 Radix-2 FFT Algorithms
Let us consider the computation of the N = 2v point
DFT by the divide-and conquer approach. We split the Npoint data sequence into two N/2-point data sequences f1(n)
and f2(n), corresponding to the even-numbered and oddnumbered samples of x(n), respectively, that is,

We observe that the direct computation of F1(k)
requires (N/2)2 complex multiplications. The same applies to
the computation of F2(k). Furthermore, there are N/2
additional
complex
multiplications
required
to
computeWNkF2(k). Hence the computation of X(k) requires
2(N/2)2 + N/2 = N 2/2 + N/2 complex multiplications. This first
step results in a reduction of the number of multiplications
from N 2 to N 2/2 + N/2, which is about a factor of 2
for N large.

Thus f1(n) and f2(n) are obtained by decimating x(n) by a
factor of 2, and hence the resulting FFT algorithm is called
a decimation-in-time algorithm.
Now the N-point DFT can be expressed in terms of the DFT's
of the decimated sequences as follows:

Fig.1.1 First step in the decimation-in-time algorithm.

By computing N/4-point DFTs, we would obtain the N/2-point
DFTs F1(k) and F2(k) from the relations
But WN2 = WN/2. With this substitution, the equation can be
expressed as

where F1(k) and F2(k) are the N/2-point DFTs of the
sequences f1(m) and f2(m), respectively. Since F1(k) and F2(k)
are periodic, with period N/2, we have F1(k+N/2) = F1(k)
and F2(k+N/2) = F2(k). In addition, the factor WNk+N/2 = WNk. Hence the equation may be expressed as
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The decimation of the data sequence can be repeated again
and again until the resulting sequences are reduced to onepoint sequences. For N = 2v, this decimation can be performed
v = log2N times. Thus the total number of complex
multiplications is reduced to (N/2)log2N. The number of
complex additions is Nlog2N.
For illustrative purposes, depicts the computation of N = 8
point DFT. We observe that the computation is performed in
tree stages, beginning with the computations of four two-point
DFTs, then two four-point DFTs, and finally, one eight-point
DFT. The combination for the smaller DFTs to form the larger
DFT is illustrated for N = 8

Fig. 1.4 Basic butterfly computation in the decimationin-time FFT algorithm.
An important observation is concerned with the order
of the input data sequence after it is decimated (v-1) times.
For example, if we consider the case where N = 8, we know
that the first decimation yields the sequence x(0), x(2), x(4),
x(6), x(1), x(3), x(5), x(7), and the second decimation results in
the sequence x(0), x(4), x(2), x(6), x(1), x(5), x(3),
x(7). This shuffling of the input data sequence has a welldefined order as can be ascertained from observing , which
illustrates the decimation of the eight-point sequence.
1.3 Radix-4 FFT Algorithm

Fig 1.2 Three stages in the computation of an N = 8point DFT.

Fig 1.3 Eight-point decimation-in-time FFT algorithm.
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When the number of data points N in the DFT is a power
of 4 (i.e., N = 4v), we can, of course, always use a radix-2
algorithm for the computation. However, for this case, it is
more efficient computationally to employ a radix-r FFT
algorithm. Let us begin by describing a radix-4
decimation-in-time FFT algorithm briefly. We split or
decimate the N-point input sequence into four
subsequences, x(4n), x(4n+1), x(4n+2), x(4n+3), n = 0, 1,
... , N/4-1.

Thus the four N/4-point DFTs F(l, q)obtained from the above
equation are combined to yield the N-point DFT. The
expression for combining the N/4-point DFTs defines a radix4 decimation-in-time butterfly, which can be expressed in
matrix form as
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In general, the data sequence x(n) is also assumed to be
complex valued. Similarly, The IDFT becomes

The radix-4 butterfly is depicted in and in a more compact
form . Note that each butterfly involves three complex
multiplications, since WN0 = 1, and 12 complex additions.

Since DFT and IDFT involve basically the same type of
computations, our discussion of efficient computational
algorithms for the DFT applies as well to the efficient
computation of the IDFT.
We observe that for each value of k, direct computation
of X(k) involves N complex multiplications (4N real
multiplications) and N-1 complex additions (4N-2 real
additions). Consequently, to compute all N values of the DFT
requires N 2 complex multiplications and N 2-N complex
additions.Direct computation of the DFT is basically
inefficient primarily because it does not exploit the symmetry
and periodicity properties of the phase factor WN. In
particular, these two properties are :

Fig. 1.5 Basic butterfly computation in a radix-4 FFT
algorithm.

II.Radix-2 Decimation In Frequency FFT
Review Stages

The computationally efficient algorithms described in this
section, known collectively as fast Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithms, exploit these two basic properties of the phase
factor.
III. Radix-2 FFT Algorithms

In this section we present several methods for computing the
DFT efficiently. In view of the importance of the DFT in
various digital signal processing applications, such as linear
filtering, correlation analysis, and spectrum analysis, its
efficient computation is a topic that has received considerable
attention by many mathematicians, engineers, and applied
scientists. From this point, we change the notation that X(k),
instead of y(k) in previous sections, represents the Fourier
coefficients of x(n). Basically, the computational problem for
the DFT is to compute the sequence {X(k)} of N complexvalued numbers given another sequence of data {x(n)} of
length N, according to the formula
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Let us consider the computation of the N = 2v point DFT by
the divide-and conquer approach. We split the N-point data
sequence into two N/2-point data sequences f1(n) and f2(n),
corresponding to the even-numbered and odd-numbered
samples of x(n), respectively, that is,
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Thus f1(n) and f2(n) are obtained by decimating x(n) by a
factor of 2, and hence the resulting FFT algorithm is called
a decimation-in-time algorithm.
Now the N-point DFT can be expressed in terms of the DFT's
of the decimated sequences as follows:
We observe that the direct computation of F1(k) requires
(N/2)2 complex multiplications. The same applies to the
computation of F2(k). Furthermore, there are N/2 additional
complex multiplications required to computeWNkF2(k). Hence
the computation of X(k) requires 2(N/2)2 + N/2 = N 2/2 + N/2
complex multiplications. This first step results in a reduction
of the number of multiplications from N 2 to N 2/2 + N/2,
which is about a factor of 2 for N large
2. Proposed Methodology:2.1 Pipelined FFT Hardware Architectures
The appearance of radix-22 was a milestone in the
design of pipelined FFT hardware architectures. Later, radix22 was extended to radix-2k . However, radix-2k was only
proposed for single-path delay feedback (SDF) architectures,
but not for feed forward ones, also called multi-path delay
commutator (MDC). By referring some papers they used
radix-2k feed forward (MDC) FFT architectures.

But WN2 = WN/2. With this substitution, the equation can be
expressed as

Here we use the low power techniques are employed
for power consumption using reconfigurable complex
multiplier. Using radix-4 algorithm with single-path delay
feedback pipelined architecture increase the computational
speed, further reduce the chip area by three different
processing elements (PE’s) were proposed in this radix-4 64point FFT/IFFT processor.

where F1(k) and F2(k) are the N/2-point DFTs of the
sequences f1(m) and f2(m), respectively.
Since F1(k) and F2(k) are periodic, with period N/2, we
have F1(k+N/2) = F1(k) and F2(k+N/2) = F2(k). In addition,
the factor WNk+N/2 = -WNk. Hence the equation may be
expressed as
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Fig.4.1 Block diagram of FFT processor
Our proposed architecture uses a low complexity
reconfigurable complex multiplier instead of ROM tables to
generate twiddle factors and fixed width modified booth
multiplier to reduce the truncation error. Fig. Shows the Block
diagram of FFT processor. We implement the processor in
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SDF architecture with radix-4 algorithm. There are various
algorithms to implement FFT, such as radix-2, radix-4 and
split-radix with arbitrary sizes [1]. Radix-2 algorithm is the
simplest one, but its calculation of addition and multiplication
is more than radix-4's. Though being more efficient than
radix-2, radix-4 only can process 4n-point FFT. The radix-4
FFT equation essentially combines two stages of a radix-2
FFT into one, so that half as many stages are required.

Volume-5, Issue-4, 409-415

Since F1(k) and F2(k) are periodic, with period N/2, we
have F1(k+N/2) = F1(k) and F2(k+N/2) = F2(k). In addition,
the factor WNk+N/2 = -WNk. Hence the equation may be
expressed as

2.2 Low Power Consumption For The FFT
2.6 low-power techniques
We propose efficient radix-2 pipeline architecture
with low power consumption for the FFT/IFFT processor.
Our proposed architecture includes a reconfigurable complex
constant multiplier and bit-parallel complex multipliers
instead of using ROM’s to store twiddle factors, which is
suited for the power-of-2 radix style of FFT/IFFT processors.
The complex multipliers used in the processor are
realized with shift-and-add operations. So the processor uses
only a two-input digital multiplier and does not need any
ROM for internal storage of coefficients.

Low-power techniques are employed to reduce the
power consumption in different FFT architectures .The first
technique involves the use of a parallel-pipelined architecture
at a lower frequency to meet the given throughput .The second
technique replaces the complex multiplier with a minimum
number of adders and shifters by using both two ’s
complement
and
canonical
signed-digit
(CSD)
representations. The third technique proposes a low-power
architecture of the commutator (IDR) with a minimal number
of memory write operations. These techniques are described
in more detail in the following sub-sections.
1. Parallel-Pipelined Architectures
The pipelined FFT is viewed as the leading architecture for
real time applications. However, the use of only one processor
element (PE) in each stage limits the throughput of pipelined
FFTs. Therefore, an increased throughput requires further
Based on the preceding equations, the flow
graph of
parallelization
2. Low-Power Butterfly

But WN2 = WN/2. With this substitution, the
equation can be expressed as

In the R4SDC FFT, the butterfly element performs
the summations of (2). The conventional butterfly architecture
consists of 6 adders/subtractors. In [14], a low-power butterfly
architecture was presented. Two 4-input summation blocks
were employed to replace six adder/subtractors. However,
since the inversions were implemented based on one’s
complement (and not two’s complement), the architecture
introduced a small error in the butterfly operations. In this
paper, we improve the architecture by eliminating this error.
Figure 8 shows the improved low-power butterfly
architecture.
2.7 Multiplier less Architecture

where F1(k) and F2(k) are the N/2-point DFTs of the
sequences f1(m) and f2(m), respectively.

In FFTs, the conventional complex multiplier
consists of four real multipliers, one adder and one subtractor.
However, since the complex coefficients for all stages can be
pre-computed, we can use shift and add operations with
common sub expression sharing for those stages that have few

Fig.4.2 N/2 –Point DFT
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coefficients. In [9], we proposed a multiplier less architecture
to substitute the complex multiplier. For example, the number
of coefficients used in the second stage of a 64-point FFT or
the first stage of a 16-point FFT is 16. These coefficients are
shown in Table 1. A close observation of these coefficients
reveals that seven of them are (7fff, 0000), and one of them is
(0000, 8000).
3.Simulation Result
3.1 Study I: Half Adder Simulation
Input:
The proposed design has been simulated using
Modelsim , the output obtained after simulating is as shown
in fig . the simulation is divided in to three parts first is
simulation result of half adder ,in half adder there are two
input a and b ,put a=1 and b=0, we get the result sout=1 and
cout=0.If we put a=0 and b=0 ,we get the result sout=0 and
cout=0.

3.3 Study III: Full fft
Output:

Output in three clock cycle: In binary form

Output in three clock cycle: In decimal form
3.2 Study II: Full Adder Simulation
Input:

Output:
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The proposed design has been simulated using
Modelsim , the output obtained after simulating is as shown
in fig . the simulation is divided in to three parts second part is
simulation result of full adder ,in full adder there are input a ,
b and c , put a=1, b=1,and c=1 we get the result sout=1 and
cout=1.If we put a=0 ,b=1 and c=1 ,we get the result sout=0
and cout=1.
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4. Conclusion
We propose efficient radix-22 parallel pipeline
architecture with low power consumption for the FFT
processor. Our proposed architecture includes a
reconfigurable complex constant multiplier and bit-parallel
complex multipliers instead of using ROM’s to store twiddle
factors, which is suited for the power-of-22 radix style of FFT
processors.Low-power techniques are employed to reduce the
power consumption in different FFT architectures .The first
technique involves the use of a parallel-pipelined architecture
at a lower frequency to meet the given throughput .The second
technique replaces the complex multiplier with a minimum
number of adders and shifters by using both two ’s
complement Parallel multiplier will give output in one clock
cycle independent of the number of bits at the input in normal
cases for n bit multiplier it requires n clock cycle which makes
it slows so, for 16 bit clock cycle while in or case output will
come in one clock cycle.
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